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1. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (document EB/L4) , ‘ 

‘‘；；,‘,.. ‘ 

...•'‘ . The CHA-IRMâN drew attention to cbcument ЕВД4 -which' contained a 
¥ 

list of subjects on which a decision would have to be taken by the 

Executive Board at its present sesáon* 

Decision, The agenda was adopted» 

2, ITEM 1 OF THE AGENDA RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR EXPERT COMMITTEES (contd.) 

(documents A/70 and ЕБ/13 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL read Regulation 3 on page 2 of document ЕВДЗ> 

draft provisional appointment regulations for expert committees and their 

sub-committees• , ‘ 

Decision： Regulation 3 was adopted without discussion. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL read Regulation 4 clause by clause• 

Sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) were adopted without discussion. 

Dr% MA.NI drew •attention to the words "in the exercise of his 

functions" in sub-paragraph (c)# He thought that those words should 

be replaced byтогding to the effect that the member would only rank as 

an international expert during the sessions of the Expert Conmittee» 

If a member worked in between meetings with his national health 

administration he could not rank as an international expert the whole 

timet 

The DIREGTOR-GENERA.D drew attention to Regulation 5 on page 24 of 

document A/70% The wording of sub-paragraph (c) was taken from that 

document, which had been adopted by the Assembly. He said that it 

would be difficult to use the words "during the sessions of the Expert 

Committee" because members sometimes carried out work with WHO apart 

from the actual meetings of the committees. 

Dr. RAE (Technical Adviser) gave the example of the members of the 

Yellow Fever Panel, who had been asked to give their opinions by-

correspondence as there had been no meeting of the panel* He agreed with 

the point mde by Dr« Mani but thoughtihat provision should be made to 

cover experts working for WHO at times other than the actual sessions of 

the committees. 



The CHAIRMAN suggested that the words 11 in the exercise of 

his functions" should be replaced by the words "vvhile exercising ‘ 

his functions as a member of the Expert Committee .. 

Dr. М/Ш工 agreed with that wording» 

Dr. TIMMERMAN (Technical Adviser) drew attention to the word 

"exclusively" and said that members of the Committee on Biological 

Standardization were carrying out work in their laboratories fot 

WHO at the same time as their other work. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the deletion of the word "exclusively"« 

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL mentioned that the word was included in 

the document adopted by the Assembly, (document A/70, Regulation 5») 

It was agreed that the word "exclusively" should be deleted• 

The follo-wing wording for sub-paragraph (c) was adopted: 

"that while exercising his functions as a member of the 

Expert Committee the member shall rank as an international 

expert serving the World Health Organization." 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL read sub-paragraph (e) and, in reply to 

a question by Dr. van der Spuy, explained that it had seemed desirable 

to fix a time limit for appointments so that new experts could be 

appointed from time to time. 

Dr. van Zilo HYDE suggested the addition of the words 

the committee is established as an ad hoc committee^ 

The DIEECrrOR-CENERAL said that if an ad hoc committee 

appointed it would be dissolved automatically at the end of 

The point made by Dr» Hyde was therefore already covered. 

"or unless 

•were 

its тогк. 

Sub-paragraph (e) was adopted. 



The DIRECTOR —GENERAL read sub-paragraph(f) and suggested that 

a provision should be added, making it possible to advance travelling 

expenses if necessary, 

Dr, MANI suggested the deletion of the words "a refund of" to 

cover that point。 

Dr# van der SPUY thought that the amount of the allowances 

should be specified as had been done for the allowances for members 

of the Executive Board. 

Dr. MANI said that the amount needed would vary according to the 

place of the meeting and the cost of living4 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to a question by Dr. Vinogradov^ 

said that it had been suggested that the same allowances should be 

granted to members of expert committees as were provided for members 

of the Executive Board in document 

Dr. VINOGRADOV agreed with that suggestion and thought that 

sub-paragraph(f) should specify that allowances for members of 

expert committees would be the same as those granted to members of 

the Executive Board, 

The ŒAIRMAN proposed that sub-paragraph(f) should read? 

« 

"that the member shall be entitled to travelling expenses and 

a daily living allowance under the same provisions current 

for the Executive Board during the sessions of the expert 

committee^ but that these allowances shall not be regarded 

as remuneration." 

That text was adopted• 

Dr4 ШШ工 proposed the addition of a new sub-paragraph as 

follows: 

"that the expert will not correspond directly with govern-

mental or other national institutions without the authority 

in writing of the Director-General，" 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that an export might have to correspond 

with national institutions to obtain information for his work with WHO 

and it would delay his work if he had to ask the Director-Gonoral1 s 

permission every time, 

Dr, MANI replied that his proposal was intended to give the 

Dir e с t or- Ge ne г al a cer tain arncnint of necessary control, but that the 

Director-General would be free to give a member г general authority to 

c.orresponcl with national institutions if that was nocesssry for his work# 

Th9 DIRECTOR-(ENERAL accepted that explanation• • 

Dr. van der SPUY suggested an eJLternative wording to the effect 

that the expert would be allowed to correspond vdth governmental 

institutions provided that he did not commit the World Health Organization 

or the Executive Board in any way. 

Dr. MACKENZIE supported the proposal made by Dr. Mani. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal made by Dr, Mani to add 

a new sub-paragr aph. 

Decision; The proposal was rejected by 11 votes to 

Regulation A
y
 as amended^ was adopted. 

Regulation 5 was adopted without discussion. 

The DIRECTOR-(ENERAL read Regulation 6 and said that the last wDrds 

should be amended in accordance with the ejiiended text of Regulation 2. 

Regulation 6 would then read: 

"Upon the appointment of the members of an Expert Cormnittee 

the Director-General shall report to the Executive Board at 

its next fcllomng session, their names and qualifications 

and the fact that the appointment h?.s been made in consultation 

with the national administrations concerned 

Dr, E73TA?IEV thought that the Executive; BccirJ. si^ul^ ccnijui-m uio 

appointment of members rather than that the Director-General should simply 

inform the Board that an appointment had been made. 

Dr. van Zile HYDE said that the preceding regulations gave the 

Director-General the authority to appoint members in consultation 

with the Chairman of the Executive Board and the national a^inini str at ion s 

concerned. He did net, therefore, think it was necessary for the 
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names to be submitted to the Executive Board for approval• That 

procedure would delay work considerably as the Executive board was to 

meet only twice a year, 

Dr» EVSTAFIEV withdrew his proposal in view of the remarks made by 

Dr, Hyde, 

Decision; Regulation 6, as amended by the Director-General, was 

adopted. 

Document EB/13, as amended, was adopted# 

3, ITEM 4 OF THE AGENDAS APFOINTMENT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON 

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (Document A/87 and Off^Rec.WHOAO, 

12.2.7 Д . ) — — — — — — 

Dr» MACKENZIE suggested that, to avoid delay and the duplication of 

work, the Executive Board should constitute itself the Standing Goramittee 

on Administration and Finance * 

Dr^ van den BERG thought that in the discussion of financial 

questions a small committee of not more than nine members would be more 

effective, otherwise it would be necessary to set up working parties 

whenever matters of contention arose• He suggested that a small 

standing committee should be set up so that the same members would 

always follow the work. 

Dr<, MANI sáid that discussion c-f complicated problems in small 

groups could be achieved by setting up working parties. If the 

Chairman selected，as far as possible:，the same members each time that 

a working party on financial questions was set up, the point made by 

Drt van den Berg would be met» 

Dr* van des SPUY suggested that， as the same financial experts 

might not be present at each session, the Chairman should appoint a 

committee on financial questions from among the members present at the 

beginning of each session. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in accordance with the resolution 

passed by the General Assembly of the United Nations (Off,Иес.ШЮДО^ 

page 40) a Standing Committee on Administration and Finance would 

have to be set up» It would be possible for the Executive Board to 

constitute itself a Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 



and to set up working parties which would report back to the committee, 

and the committee as a natter of form would report back t о the Board. 

Dr. van Zile HYDE supported the proposal made by fir» Mackenzie, 

as the financial problems would not be so great in the future and he 

thought they could be dealt with by the Board as a whole. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the voto the proposal that the Executive Board 

should constitute itself a Standing Conmittee on Administration and 

Finance• 

Decision： The proposal was adopted by 16 votes to 1. 

4. ITEM 14 OF THE AGENDilj PAN AMERICAN SANITARY ORGANIZATION 

(Off.RecsWHOj 7, pages 208 and 209 and document ЕВД6) 

The CHA.IRMÍÍ.N -drew attention to document EB/16, the report of the 

working party on the draft agreement between the World Health Organization 

and the Pan American Sanitary Organization, and said that Brazil should 

be added to the list of members present. 

Paragraphs 13 2-and 3 as revised by the working party were adopted 

without discussion» 

Paragraph 4 

In reply to a question by Dr. Evang, Dr. TIMMERMAN, Chairman of the 

working party, said that the draft agreement was considered by the 

working party as a basis for negotiation and not as the final step in 

the integration of the EA.S0. • 

Dr. SOPER (Director of the PASB) drew attention to the deletion 

of the words "and by a two-thirds vote of the American Republics". 

That provision was contained in the Constitution of the PASO and had the 

effect of ensuring the election of a Regional Director in accordance 

with the wishes of the majority of the American Republics which had 

ratified the Constitution of "WHO, during the interim period before 

complete integration had taken place. 
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Dr. VINOGRADOV observed that the Executive Board v/ere unanimous 

in their desire that all regional organizations should Ъе on an 

equal footing. He had three questions to ask: first, did the rules 

proposed for the agreement with the PASB apply to all other regional 

organizations? Secondly, would the adoption of the draft agreement 

imply that the 21 countries Henibers of the PASB v/oixld become Members 

of WHO, and if not; how was ШЮ going to finance measures relating to 

those countries when only a small nvcriber of them \7ere at the present 

time members of T/HO? 

Dr. ТШЖИШ! (Technical Adviser) ; in reply, said the first 

question was outside the province of the yorking party but he 

thought that there might Ъе a difference in approach between inte-

gration, of a regional organization already in existence and a regional 

organization not yet established. The answer to the second question 

was in the negative• In any cose; it was only necessary for 14 of the 

21 countries concerned to become Members of У/Н0. At the moment there 

v/ere eight-countries Members of both organizations and within a veiy 

short tijne it was озерeotod that moro Y/ould join T/HO. 

Dr. EVANG said he interpreted paragraph 2 as implying that full 

integration had not yet Ъееп acconrplisbod and that in fact no regional 

office in the full sense of tho term yet existod. Paragraph on 

the other hand, implied that a regional organization existed^ He 

thought it desirable ; therefore ; for the tv?o paragraphs to Ъе brought 

into confozroity Ъу the insertion of the words ’1subject to the provisions 

of paragraph 2" after "assume" in line 2 of paragraph 4» With regard 

to the question of finance ; it seemed obvious that T/HO could not 

finance operations in countries which were not Members of the Organiza-

tion# 

Dr. van Zile НИЗЕ, in coimoxioii with Dr. E7angfs final remark, 

thought that as a matter of principio Y/HO "V/ould no七 wish to limit assis-

tance to (xny couatiy, ï/hothor or xiot a ::cdbcr, if an ,епогсошу arçcc. He ч 

pqiatod out 哲 ： Inter?xi- ̂ crjp^^xQn -hod in the .post provided assistance to 
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non^Member countries and cited as an example the aid given to the 

Lebanon for the procurement of supplies of vaccine during the recent 

outbreak cf cholera in Egypt. 

,Dr. ？柳工 considered that there wer̂ e no financial implications 

in the two paragraphs and hoped that the text as drafted of paragraph 

4 would be accepted» 

Dr. vai Zile HIDE suggested that the Nogotiating Committee 

should consider the substitution of the word nben for "serveю in 

line 2 of paragraph 2. 

It was decided to accept paragraph 4 as drafted and to draw 

the attention of the Negotiating Committee to tho views expressed 

in the discussion• 

Paragraph ^ • 

The interpretation cf the working party was accepted. 

Paragraphs  ri3 9 ， 1 0 

No change was recommended by the TOrking party in paragraphs 

6, 7 } 8 and 10. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the fact that an altered text 

for paragraph 9 had previously been adopted by the Executive Board* 

To meet a drafting point raised by Dr. Redshaw, the*DIRECTOR-

GENERAL proposed that the text of the report on paragraph 9 should 

be changed as follows : 

The -working party recommended that this paragraph 

should read as follows： 

9# This agreement may be supplemented with the consent 
of both parties, on the initiative of either party• 

• This - wa« agreed. 

Dr. HAFEZI noted that, in the report, the nrimes of the members 

of the working party should be substituted for the names of their 

respective countries. 

Decision: The report of the worioing party as amended was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Negotiating Committee should consist 

of the members "who had already served in that capacity during the lifetime 
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of the Interim Commission, namely, Dr. de Paula Souza, Dr. Zozaya, and 

Dr^ van Zile Ifyde. 

This was agreed. 

ITEM 8 OF THE AGEMEIA.Í FAO PROGRAMME (documonts S. 15 and 

A/Rel/24) 

Dr, FORREST (Secretariat) stated that several policies had been 

suggested for the further developing of relations between WHO and FAO, 

and the Director-General asked for instructions as to which policy he 

should follow. He stressed the fact that t he relationship alreacfy 

existing was one of the closest between any two specialized agencies* 

A line of development had been suggested by FAO (document A/14) and mora 

detailed information on it was given in document S。15* 

During the discussion of the Committee on Relations on the subject, 

the delegation of the United Kingdom had presented a statement 

suggesting a differont method of approach (document A/Rel/24); he 

summarised, the method suggested. The suggestion put forward by the 

Interim Commission was that the two Directors-General, acting through 

their expert secretariat, should select a list of possible members of 

expert committees, much larger in number than would bo required» From 

that list the two Executive Boards would either choose the members to 

be appointed or delegate the choice to the Directors-General in joint 

consultation, the recommondations made being referred to the two 

Executive Boards for final decision• He then drew attention to the 

recommendation of the Interim Commission (document S.15, page 5), the 

second part of which could be placed on one side as it was not relevant^ 

The СМ1МШ1 suggested that the machinery proposed by the Interim 

Commission might be accepted for the time being and that, in the light 

of the experienco gained, the subject could be reviewed, together with 

the proposal of the United Kingdom delegation, at the next session of the 

Executive Board. 

Dr. MACKENZIE felt that, in view of the importance of the question, 

it. should be discussed immediately. Three basic principles were involvecU 



He considered (1) that in all international v/ork the advice of a group 

of experts representing different schools of thought should be sought, 

rather than the views of individual experts5 (2) that all expert 

committees should report at some stage to a medical administrative 

committee, before transmitting recommendations to the Executive Board; 

and (3) that a new point of principle had been raised, that of expert 

committees reporting to the Dire ctor-General• The United Kingdom 

proposal was that two members who were medical administrators or 

administrators from each Executive board would form a joint medical 

administrative committee^ which would establish expert committees as 

and when required^ and to which these committees would report• The 

views expressed would Ьз considered by the joint committee^ which would 

be able to prepare conjoint recommendata oris for transmission to the 

executive organs of FAO and WHO。 

Dr。EVANÇÎ and Dr. ÏOMLÎNSON (Technical Adviser) supported the 

Chairman1 s suggestion^ While there v/as much to be said for the United 

Kingdom proposal, it seemed a little premature to establish such a 

procedure at the present stage办 

Dr， MACKENZIE agreed to the postponement of consideration of his 

proposal until the next session of the lioceciitive boards 

Decisions The recommendation of the interim Coramission 

(document S.Í5-pa¿c. 5) was adopted- and the machinery siiggested by 

the Interim Commission would function until the next session of the 

Executive Board, when the question ivoula be reviewed- together vd.th 

the proposal of the United Kingdom delegation,, 

6 . ITEM 6 OF THE AGEI^AÎ , DRAFT AGRSEMENT WITH THE；- INTERNATIONAL-

IABOUH ORGANIZATION ( documents A/48 and 0f f eRe с Ж 0 . 1 0 Д2,3 • 4 • 3 . ) 

Decisp,oni Thé Director-General was instructed to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Health Assembly (deeunent à/48) page 2) 

7 , ITEM 7 OF THE AGE®Ag FAO AüíffiRMENT (documents Л/49> page 2 

A/49^ Gorrd. and ^If^îieiJiiHg^]^， 

Decision; The Director-General was instructed to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Health Assembly (documenbs A/A9y p^ge 2, 

and A/49, Gorrd.) 



8. ITEM 9 OF THE AGENDA: UNESCO.AGREE腿NT (document A/49, page 1, 

and Off.Rec.liVHO, 10^ 12 .3 .4 .5 . ) < 

The CHAIRMAN said that the necessary action to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Health Assembly (document A/49, page 1) was 

for the Director-General to convey to UNESCO the decision taken. 

Decision; The Director-General was instructed to do so, 

9. ITEM 10 OF THE AGENDA: UNESCO PROGRAMME (document A/49, page 2) 

Decision: Tho Director-General was instructed: 

(i) to collaborate in the survey of the pilot project 

on fundajnontc1! education in Haiti; 

(ii) on the work of the committee, to co-ordinate medical 

and biological abstracting services in so far as 

there is budgetary prevision； and 

(iii) to study the question of collaboration in the publication 

of papers presented at international congresses. 

10. ITEM 11 OF THE AŒENDA: GENEÏL1L RECOMMENDATION ON JOINT 

COMMITTEES (document A/49) 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the words "in cases of emergency11 

should be substituted for ttin such circumstancein line 2 of the 

recommendation• 

This was agreed. 

Decision: The Director-General was empowered, in cases of emergency 

as the Executive Board might determine^ to enter into agreements with the 

Director-General of other international organizations in order to provide 

for the establishment cf^ or participation in， joint committees. 

11. ITEM 12 OF THE AGENDA: OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D丨HYGIENE PUBLIQUE 
(document A/63) 

Dr. MNI proposed that the Director—General should be asked to 

report progress on the matter at the next session of the Executive Board* 

Decision: To accept Dr. ManiTs proposal. 



12. ITEM 13 OF THE AGENDA: RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE 

BOARD. 

In reply to an enquiry by the Chairman^ Dr ,狐NI , chairman of 

the working group， reported that the proposed rules of procedure had 

required a considerable amount of alterb'Vlon and amendment, Approxi-

mately half the rules had already been reviewed and he hoped to 

present a full reporo to the Board at its meeting on Monday morning, 

26 July. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed, seconded by Dr, van den BERG, that the 

working group on rules of procedure should meet the following morning 

and the Executive Board the following afternoon• 

This was agreed .̂ 

13. ITEM 15 OF THE AGENDA? REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NON-

~ GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Dr, de Paula SOUZA, chairman of the Committee on Non-Governmental 

Organizations， reported that, pending compilation of more complete 

information, the committee had decided to postpone action in all cases 

until the next session of the Executive Boards 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to tho length of time that 

many organizations had already waited in order to enter into relation-

ship with WHO» Much correspondence on the subject had been received 

from important international organizations whose activities covered 

many aspects of health work• He thought it would be extremely dis-

appointing to such organizations to learn that the first World Health 

Assembly had met and had postponed action until some time in the 

future• 

Dr. de Paula SOUZA stated that the committee had found that 

in many cases the information available was not such as to allow 

a fair conclusion to be reached. In a few instances the information 

was fall and complete, but the committee had considered it desirable 

to wait until all cases could be settled at the same time, in order 
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to avoid any apparent differentiation in treatment between equally 

important organisations• 

Dr» MCKENZIE confirmed Dr. de Paula Souza^s statemente 

The CHAIRMAN wondered whether it might not be preferable to 

take an immediate decision in cases where the documentation was 

complete# 

Decisions To postpone action until the next session of the 
Executive Board. 

On the proposal of STAMPAR, the meeting was adjourned, 

The meeting rose at 5 •40 p.m. 
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1. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (Document EB/14) ； 

The CHAIRMÀN drew attention to. document EB/14 which contained a 

list of subjects on which a decision would have to be taken by the 

Executive Board at Its present seésioñ. ‘ 

Decisiont The agenda was adopted. 

2. ITEM 1 OF THE AGENDA {RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR EXPERT COMITTSES (contd.) 

. (Documents A/70 and 1Ш/13) 
.‘_...>• * «’’； ‘ 

The DIREGïDR-jÇJElÎEf̂ lL :r.e:ad Regulation 3 on page 2' of document EB/13, 

draft provisional appointmènt regulations for expert committees and their 

sub-coramittées, \ • • . • • . 

Decision^ Regulation 3 was adopted without discussionо 
- - • : ‘ 

• * • , 
• . . » • • » 

The DIRECïGR-GENERAL <réad Regulation 4 clause by clause • 

Sub-paragráphs (a) and. (b) were adopted .'without discus si on <, 
. , •. ... 

. . . . - • 

Dr. MâNI drew.attention.to. the words "in the exercise of his 
• a • m » ' 

i ‘ 

functions" in. átíb-paragraph (с) # He thought that those words should 

be replaced by' wording to the effect thatthe member would only rank as 

an international.expert-during the sessions of the expert committee。 

If a member worked in between meetings with hiç national health 

administration he- could'not rank as an international expert the whole 

time. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to Regulation 5 on page 24 of 

document A/70, The wording of sub-paragraph (c) was taken from that 

document, which had been adopted by the Assembly, He said that it 

would be difficult to use the words "during the sessions of the expert 

committee11 because members sometimes carried out work with WHO apart 

from the actual meetings of the committees. 

Di\ RAE (itechnical Adviser) gave the example of the members of tho 

Yellow Fever Panels who had been asked to give their opinions by 

correspondence as there had been no meeting of the panel. He agreed with 

the point made by Dj% Mani but thought that provision should be made to 

cover experts working for WHO at times other than the actual sessions of 

the comiDitt'.es^ 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the words "in the exercise of his 

functions" should be replaced by the words "while exercising his 

functions as a member of the Expert Committee 



Dr. MANI agreed with that wording. 

Dr. TIMMERMAN (Technical Adviser) drew attention to the word 

"exclusively" and said that members of the Expert Committee on Biological 

Standardization were carrying out work in their laboratories for 

WHO at the same time as their other work. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the deletion of the word "exclusively"• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL mentioned that ttiewrd was included in 

the document adopted by the Assembly, (Document A/70, Regulation 5.) 

It was agreed that the word " e x c l u s x v s h o u l d be deleted. 

The following wording for sub-paragraph (c) was adopted : 

"that while exemi.sirg his functions as a member of the 丨 

Expert Committee the member shall .rank as an internationál 

expert serving the World Health Organization•” 

The DIRECTOR—Gliir̂ KAli read sub-paragraph (e) and, in reply to 

a question by Dr. van der Spuy, explained that it had seemed desirable 

to fix a time limit for appointments so that new experts could be 

appointed from time to time. . • 

Dr. HYDE suggested the addition of the words "or unless the 

coiiimittee is established as an ad hoc committee." 

The DIRECTOR-GENEiiAL said that if an ad hoc committee were 

appointed it would - be dissolved automatically at the end of its work* 

The point made by Dr. Hyde was therefore already covered. 

Sub-paragraph (e) was adopted. 

The DIRECTOR-GENEitâL read sub-paragraph (f) and suggested that 

a provision should be added, making it possible to advance travelling 

expenses if necessary. 

Dr* MAN工 suggested the deletion of tha words "a refund of" to 

cover that point• 



Dr. van der SPUY thought that the amount of the allowances 

should be specified as had been done for the allowances for members 

of the Executive Board. . 

Dr. MANI said that the amount needed would vary according to the 

place of the meeting and the cost of living• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to a question by Dr. 

said that it had been suggested that the sama allowances 

granted to members of expert committees as were provided 

of the Executive Board in document A/AF/5# 

• Dr. VINOGRADOV agreed with that suggestion and thought that 

sub-paragraph (f) should specify that allowances for members of 

expert conmiittees would be the same as those granted to members of 

the Executive .Board. . . • 

The GHAIRMâN proposed that sub-paragraph (f) should read: 

"that the member shall be entitled to travelling expensas and 

a daily living allowance under the same-provisions current 

for the Executive Board during the sessions of the expert 

committee, but that these allowances shall not be regarded 

as remuneration•“ . 

That text was adopted• 

MANI proposed the addition of a new sub-pa.ragra.ph as 

"that the ej^ert will not correspond directly with govern-

mental or other national institutions without the authority 

in writing of thè Director-General." 
» 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that an езфегЬ might have to correspond, 

with national institutions to obtain information for his work with vvHO 

and it would delay his work if he had to ask the Director-General1 s 

permission every time. 

Dr. MANI replied that his proposal was intended to give the 

Director-General a certain amount of necessary control, but that the 

Director-General would be free to give a member a general authority to 

correspond with national institutions if that was necessary for his work. 

Vinogradov, 

should be 

for members 

Dr. 

follows : 

The 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL accepted that explana七ioru 



Dr. van der SPUY suggested an alternative wording to tha effect 

that the expert would be allowed to correspond with governmental 

institutions provided that ha did not commit the “orld Health Organiza-

tion or ths Executive Board in ялу way. 

Dr, MACKENZIE supported ths proposal made by Dr. Mani. 
é » 

The CHAIRMAN put to the voté the proposal made by Dr. Mani to add 

a naw sub-paragraph. 

Decision: The proposal was rejected by 3L1 vote? to 5» 

Regulation as amended, was adopted» 

Regulation 5 was adopted without discussion. • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL r^ad Regulation 6 and said th?t the last words 

should be amended in accordance with the amended text of Regulation 2 . 

Regulation 6 would then read: 

"Upon the appointment of the memters of an Expert Committee 

the Director-General sh^ll report to the Executive Board at 

its next followirg session, their names and qualifications 

and the fact tha , the appointment has Ьезп m^de in consultation • 

with the national administrations concerned 

Dr. EVSTAFIEV thought that the Executive Board should confirm the 

appointment of members rather than that the Director—General should 

simply inform the Board that an appointment had been made. 

Dr, HÏDE said that the preceding regulations gave the 

Director-General the authority to appoint members in consultation 

with the Chairman of the Executive Board and the national administrations 

concerned. He did not, therefore, think it was nacess°ry for the 

names to be submittad to tha Executive Board for approval. That 

procedure would delay work considerably as the Executiv-a Board was to 

meet only twice à ye.ar. 

• Dr. EVSTAFI3V withdrew his proposal in view of the remarks made 

by Dr. Hyde. 

Decision: Regulation 6, as amended bj the ^irector-Скзпегal, was 
adopted• 

Document EB/13, as amended, was adopted. 



3. ITEM 4 OF THS AGENDA: APPOINTMENT OF THE БТАШВШ COMMITTEE ON 

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (document A/87 and Off.Rec,WHO, 10, 

12.2.7.1.) 一 

Dr. MACKENZIE said this raised the whole question of internal 

committees, and he wondared whether it was necessary to establish any 

at all. In the Health Assembly the main conunittoes naeding a quorum 

of 25 had worked quite satisfactorily* Internal committees caused 

delay and if it ware felt necessary to establish them he fait they 

should be committaes of the whole• 
» 

Dr. van den BERG thought that in the discussion of financial 

questions a- small committee of not more than nine members would be more 

effective, otharwise it would be necessary to set up working parties 

whenever natters of contention arose. He suggested that a small 

standing committee should be set up so that the same members would 

always follow the work, ‘ 
• . . . . . • 

Dr. MANX said that discussion of complicated problems in small 

groups could be achieved by setting up working parties* If the 

Chairman œlected, as far as possible, the same members each time that 

a working party on financial questions was sat- up, the point made by 

Dr. van den Berg would be mat. 

Dr» van d3V SPUY suggested that, as the same financial experts 

might not bo present atepch session, tha Chaiтая.п should appoint a 

committee on financial questions from among the members oresent, at 

the beginning of each session, 

Tha DIREeTOR-GENSRAL said th^t in accordance with the resolution 

passed by the General Assembly of the United Nations (Of.ftRec»WHO, 10， 

page 40) a Standing Committee on Administration and Finance would 

have to be set up# It would be possible for the Executive Board to 

constitute itself a Standirg Committee on Administration and Finance 

and to set up working parties which would report back to the committee, 

and tha committee as a matter of form would report back to the Board. 

Dr, HYDE supported the proposal made b/ Dr. Mackenzie, as the 

financial problems would not be so great in the future and he thought 

they could be dealt with by the Board as a whole» . 



Tha CHAIRMAN put to the vote thi proposal that the Executive Board 

should constitute itself a Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance, 

Decision; The proposal was adopted by 16 votes to 1. 

4.- ITEM 14 OF THE AGENDA: PAN AFRICAN SANITARY ORGANIZATION 

(Off.Rec.WHO, 7 , pages 208 -and 209 and document EB/16) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to document the report of the 

working party on the draft agre3ment between the World Health Organi-

zation and the Pan American Sanitary Orgnnization, and said that Brazil 

should be added to the list of members present. • 

Paragraphs 2 and 3 as revised b/ the working party were adopted 

without discussion•. ， 

Paragraph 4 

In reply to a question by Dr. Évang, Dr. TIMMERMAN, Chairman of 

the working party, said that the draft agreement was considered by the 

working party as a basis for negotiation and not as the final step in 

the integration of the PASO. 

Dr. SOPER (Director of the PASB) drew attention to the deletion 

of the words "and by a two-thirds vote of tha American Republics". 

That provision was contained in the Constitution of the PASO and had 

the effect of ensuring the elaction of a Regional Director in accordance 

with the wishes of the majority of the American Republics which had 

ratified the Constitution'of WHO, during the interim period before 

complete integration had taken place. 

Dr. VINOGRADOV ooserved that the Executive Board were "unanimous 

in their desire that all regional organizations should be on an 

equal footing. He had three questions to ask: firsts did the rules 

proposed for the agreement with thé'PÀSB apply to all othar regional 

organizations? Secondly, would the adoption of the draft agreement 

imply that the 21 countries Members of the PASB would become Members 

of 1/VHO, and if not, how was WHO going to finance measures relating to 

those countries when only a small number of them were at the present 

time membjrs of WHO? 



Dr* TIMMERMAN (Technical Adviser), in reply, said the first 

question was outside the province of the working party but he 

thought that there might be a difference in approach between integra-

tion of a regional organization already in existence and a regional 

organization not yet established. The answer to the second question 

was in the negative. In any case, it was only nec3ssary for 14 of the 

21 countries concarnad to become Members of IvHÛ» At the moment there 

were eight countries Members of both organizations and within a, very, 

short time it was expected that more would join Щ 0 . 

Dr. EVANG said he interpreted paragraph 2 as implyiiig that full 

• . ..… . ： . ; . 
integration h^d not yet been accompli shad and that in fact no regional 

office in the full sense of the t^rm yat existed. Paragraph 4, on 

the other hand, implied that a regional organization existed. He 

thought it desirable, therefore, for the two paragraphs to be brought 

into conformity by the insertion of the word^ "subject to the provisions 

of par^gr^ph 2" after "assume" in line 2 of paragraph 4. With regard 

to the question of .finance, it seemed obvious that Ш 0 could not 

finance operations in countries which were not Members of the Organizatic 
t 

. { 

Dr. HÍDE, in connexion with Dr. Evang1s final remark, thought that 

as я matter of principle VvHO would not wish to limit assistance to 

any country, whether or not a Member, if an emsrgency arose• He 

pointed out that the Interim Commission had in the past provided 

assistance to non-member countrijs sxxd cited as an e xmple the aid 

given to the Lebanon for thé procurement of supplias of vaccina during 

the recent outbreak of cholera in 二gypt. 

Dr. MANI considered that there were no financial implications 

in the two paragraphs and hoped th^t the text as drafted of paragraph 

4 would be accepted. 

Dr. HYDE suggested th^t the Negotiating Committee should consider 

the substitution of the word flbe" for "serve" in line 2 of paragraph 2» 

It was decided to accept paragraph 4 as drafted and tо draw the 

attention of the Negotiating. CoiTiiTiittee to the views expressed in the 

discussion. 

Paragraph 5 

The interpretation of the working party was accepted» 



Paragraphs 63 ly 8 , 9> 10 

No chang ems reconimencied by the working party in paragr^hs 

6 , 7 , 8 and 10. 

The GHAIRMAN drew attantiari to the fact thst an altered text for 

paragraph 9 had previously b，en adopted by the Executive Board. 

To meet a drafting point raised by Dr. Redshaw, the DIRECTOR-

GENERAL proposed th«t the Aext of the report on paragraph 9 should be 

changed as follows : 

"The working party recommended that this paragraph 

should read as follows : 

This agreement may be supplemented with the consent 

of both parties, on the initiative of either party" • 

This was agreed. 

Dr» HAFE2I noted that, in the report, the names of the members 

of the workirgparty should be substituted for the namas of their 

respective countries. 

Decision: The report of the working party as amended was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Negotiating Committee should consist 

of the members who had already served in that capacity during the life-

time of the Interim Commission, namely, Dr, de Paula Souza, Dr. Zozaya, 

and Di\ Hyde. 

This was agreed. 

5 . ITEM 8 OF THE AGENDA: FAO PROGRAMME (Documents k / l A 9 S. 15 and 

A/Rel/24) 

Dr. FORREST (Secretariat) stated that, several policies had been 

suggested for the furbhar developing of relations between Ш0 and FAO, 

i. » • 

andthe Director-General asked for instructions as to which policy he 

should follow. Ha 

stressed the íact that the relationship already 

existing was one of the closest between any two specialized agencies. 

A line of development had been suggested by FAQ (document A/14) and more 

detailed information on it was ^ivan in documant S.15# 

During the discussion of tlte Commictee on ftelatlonson the subject, 

the deleg^tábn of the United Kingdom had presented a statement 

suggesting a different method of approach (document A/Rel/24)； he 



summarized the mathod suggestedThe suggestion put forward by the 

Interim Commission was that the two Directors-General, .acting through 

their expert secretariat, should select a list of possible members of 

expert committees, much larger in number than would, be required. From 

that list tha two Executive Boards would either choose tha membars to 

be appointed or delegate the choice to the Directore-General in joint 

consultation, the recommendations made being referred to the two 

Executive Boards for final decision. He then drew attention to the 

recommendation of the Intarim Commission (document page 5)， the 

second part of which could be placed on one side as it w as not relevant. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the machinery proposed by the Interim 

Commission might be accepted for the time being and that, in the light 

of the experience gained, tha subject could Ьз reviewed, together with 

the proposal of the United Kingdom delegation, at the next session of 

the Executive Board, 

Dr. MACKENZIE felt tha、t in view of the importance of the question, 

it should be discussed immediately. Three basic principles were in-

volved» He considered (1) that in all international work the advice 

of a group of expertô representing different school右 of thought should 

be sought, rather than tha views of individual everts ; (2) that all 

expert committees should report at some stage to a medical administrative 

committee, before transmitti% recommandations to the Executive Board; 

and (3) that a new point of principle had been raised, that of expert 

committees reporting to the Director-General. The United Kingdom 

proposal was that two members who were medical administrâtore or 

administrators from each Executive Board would form a joint medical 

administrative committee, which would establish expert committees as 

and when required, and to which these committees would report». The 

views expressed would be considered by the,joint committee, which would 

be able to prepara conjoint recommendations for transmission to the 

executive organs of FAO and Ш 0 . 

Dr. EVANG and Mr. TOMLIKSON (Technical Adviser) supported the 

Chairman's suggestion. While thera was much to be said for the United 

Kingdom proposalj it seemed a little premature to establish such a 

procedure at the present stage. 
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Dr. MACKENZIE agreed to the postponement of considar^tion of his 

proposal until tha next session of the- Executive Board. 

Decision： The гзcommendation of the Interim Commission 

(document S,15y page 5) w^s adopted, and the machinery suggested by 

the Interim Commission would function until the next session of the 

Executive Board, v̂hon the question would be reviewed, together with 

tha proposal of the United Kingdom delegation. 

6. ITEM 6 OF THE AGENDA : DRAFT AGREEMENT MTH TH3 INTERNATIONAL 

UBOÜR OiiGANIZATION (Documents A/48 and Off.Rec.WHO，10，12.3.4.30 

Decision: The' Director-General was instructed to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Health Assembly (Document A/48, page*2) 

1. ITEM 7 OF THE AGENDA: FAO AGREEMENT (Documents A/49, page 2 

A/49, СотгЛ. and Off』есЛЩ0, 10, 

Decision: The Director-General was instructed to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Health Assembly (Documents A/49, page 2厂 

and A/49, Corr.l.) 

8. ITEM 9 OF THE AGENDA: UNESCO AGREEMENT (Document A/49, page 1, 

and 0ff\Rec.WH0, 10, 12.3 .4 .5 . ) 

Tha CHAIRMAN said that the nscess^ry action to implement the 

resolution adopted by the Hoalth Assembly (document A/49> page 1) was 

for ths Director-G^nar^l to convey to UNESCO the decision taken. 

Decision: The Director-General was instructed to do so. 

9. ITEM 10 OF THE AGENDA: UNESCO PROGRAMME (Document A/49, page 2) 

Decision: The Director-General was instructed: 

(i) to collaborate in the survey of the pilot project 
on fundamental education in Haiti； 

(ii) to со-operate with UNESCO in the work of the coiiimittee 

to co-ordinate medical and biological abstracting services 

in so far as there is budgetary provision; and 

(iii) to study the question of collaboration in the publication 

of papers presented at international congresses. 

10. ITEM 11 OF THS AGENDA: GENERAL HECOMENDATION ON JOINT 

COMMITTEES (Document A/49) 

Dr. MACKENZIE said in his view the circumstances referred to 

should be fin cases of emergency1• 

This was agreed• 



Decision: The Director-General was empowered, in cases of emergency 

as the Executive Board might dáermine, to enter into agreements with the 

Director-General of other international organizations in order bo provide 

for the • establishment of, or participation in, joint committees. 

1 1 . ITEM 12 OF THE AGENDA: OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D'IÏIGIENE PUBLIQUE 

(Document A/63) 

Dr. MANI proposed that the re ct or-Gene ral should be asked to 

report progress on the natter at the next session of the Executive Board, 

Decision: To accept Dr. Manias proposal. 

12• ITEM 13 OF THE AGENDA: RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE- BOARD 

. • , « “ 

In reply to an enquiry by the Chairman, Dr. MAÑI, chairman of 
• • .... • • . ' • ‘ 

•the working group, reported that the proposed rules of procedure had 

required a considerable amount of alteration and amendment. Approxi-

mately half the rules had already been reviewed and he hoped to 

present a full report to the Board at Its.meeting .on 'Monday morning3 

26 July, 

The CHAIRMAN proposedj seconded by Dr. van den BERG, that the 

working group on rules of procedure should meet the following morning 

and the Executive Board the following afternoon. 

This was agreed* 

13. ITEM 15 OF THE AGENDA : REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NON-

GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Dr. de PàULà. SOUZA, chairman of the Conmittee on Non-Governmental 

Organizations, reported that, pending- compilation of more complete 

information, the committee had decided to postpone action in all cases 

until the -next session of the Executive Board。 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to the leng.th of time that 

many organizations had already waited in order to enter into relation-

ship with WHO. Much correspondence on the subject had been received 

from important international organizations whose activities covered 

many aspects of health work. He thought it would be extremely dis-

appointing to such organizations to learn that the first World Health 

Assembly had met and had postponed action until some time in the future. 



Dr/ de PAULA SOUZA stated,that the oommittee had found th^t in 

many cases the information available was not such as to allow a fair 

conclusion to be reached. In a few instances the information was 

full and complete, but the committee hpd considered it desirable to 

wait until all cases coulâ be settled at the s me time/in order 

to avoid any apparent differentiation in treatment between equally 

important organizations. 

Шч Ш Ш Ш ^ Ш confirmed Dr. de Paula Spu絲statement、 
• ‘ » •*. 

J . -r. %• л 

The ‘ CHAIRMaèî wondered whether it might not be preferable to 

take an immediate decision in cases whare the dociimentation was 

complete. 

Decision: To' postpone action until the next session of t.he 

Executive Board/ , 

\ 
On the proposal of Dr, STAMPER, the meeting was adjourned* 

The meeting rose at 5.40 p«m. 


